
Accessories and fixings for immersion trays and baskets
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Cleaning the fixed instruments in the 1-2-3-Rack®. Preparation for instrument sterilisation in the 1-2-3-Rack®.

Cleaning, sterilising and laying out instruments -
simpler and smoother sterile goods logistics with the 1-2-3-Rack® from HUPFER®

The 1-2-3-Rack® is a concrete demonstration - in 

an actual product - of HUPFER®‘s highly innovative 

approach. Its numerous features which make the 

instrument cycle simpler, safer and more rapid 

speak for themselves. It is no longer necessary to 

remove the instruments from the 1-2-3-Rack® in order 

to clean them. The instruments remain fixed during 

the washing procedure and cannot be damaged 

during the working procedure. The immersion basket 

with the 1-2-3-Rack® therefore no longer needs to be 

closed by a cover. The sterilisation procedure is also 

simplified. Using the 1-2-3-Rack® to lay out instruments 

opens the door to further benefits. The 1-2-3-Rack® 

together with all the instruments is thus removed from 

the immersion basket as a whole. The instruments are 

all released for use by releasing the retainer. The 

retainer is so simple to remove that all the instruments 

can also be released using just one hand. Converse-

ly, the instruments can be fixed very securely by the 

retainer, even when the instruments are of different 

diameters.  This is achieved by a flexible silicone lip 

and the double latches in which the retainer is 

guided. The silicone strip works together with the 

retainer to hold the instruments securely and in a 

stable position. Valuable instruments are thus given 

maximum protection throughout the working cycle. 

The fixings in the 1-2-3-Rack® can be combined with 

each other and infinitely adjusted individually to 

accommodate instruments of different lengths. The 

fact that the 1-2-3-Rack® comes in seven different 

adjustable models means that the majority of all 

commercial instruments can be fixed in them.

Laying out instruments easily and quickly using the 1-2-3-Rack®.
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Numerous benefits leading to quicker and simpler procedures - 
the 1-2-3-Rack® from HUPFER® is full of impressive features!

Simple
The 1-2-3-Rack® retainers are 
very easy to release and thus 
release the instruments very 

quickly.

Adaptable
The retainers which fi x the 
instruments mean that even 
instruments of different dia-

meters can be held securely.

Secure guidance
The double latch arrangement 
guides the retainers securely to 

the instruments to be fi xed.

Precise positioning
Guide bolts attached to the 
immersion basket permit precise 

insertion of the 1-2-3Rack®.

Individual
Thanks to its construction the 
1-2-3-Rack® can be perma- 
nently connected to an immer-
sion basket by screws.

Variable
The fi xing elements can be 
infi nitely adjusted to an extre-
mely wide range of instrument 
lengths.

Secure storage
The lower silicone strips fi x the 
instruments at each side and 
thus keep them apart.

Easy maintenance
The silicone lips on the retai-
ners can be changed easily 
and quickly without the need 
for additional tools.

Laying out instruments easily and quickly using the 1-2-3-Rack®.
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We reserve the right to change specifi cations without prior notice. All dimensions are approximate.


